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Abstract
This paper develops a multi-step procedure for classifying Farsi handwritten digits using a combination of classifiers.
Generally, the technique relies on extracting a set of characteristics from handwritten samples, training multiple classifiers
to learn to discriminate between digits, and finally combining the classifiers to enhance the overall system performance.
First, a pre-processing course is performed to prepare the images for the main steps. Then three structural and statistical
characteristics are extracted which include several features, among which a multi-objective genetic algorithm selects those
more effective ones in order to reduce the computational complexity of the classification step. For the base classification,
a decision tree (DT), an artificial neural networks (ANN) and a k-nearest neighbor (KNN) models are employed. Finally,
the outcomes of the classifiers are fed into a classifier ensemble system to make the final decision. This hybrid system
assigns different weights for each class selected by each classifier. These voting weights are adjusted by a metaheuristic
firefly algorithm which optimizes the accuracy of the overall system. The performance of the implemented approach on
the standard HODA dataset is compared with the base classifiers and some state-of-the-art methods. Evaluation of the
proposed technique demonstrates that the proposed hybrid system attains high performance indices including accuracy of
98.88% with only eleven features.

Keywords: Classifiers Ensemble; Feature Extraction; Feature Selection; Firefly Algorithm; Multi-objective Genetic
Algorithm; Optical Character Recognition.

1. Introduction
Written pattern recognition is fast becoming a key
instrument in document processing in various languages.
Investigating this issue is a continuing concern for several
researchers to obtain fast and reliable optical character
recognition systems (OCRs). Such devices aim to import
information in printed or scanned documents into
computers [1]. Recognition of optical characters has many
applications in the real world, including checking passport
documents, processing bank checks, sorting mail letters
and automatic identification of license plates [2-4].
Handwritten digit recognition in different languages is
considered as one of the most significant current
discussions in the issue of OCRs. Recent developments in
human life and automated industry have heightened the
need for this technology. Surveys such as that conducted by
Savas and Eldén [5] reported that the main difficulty in
allocating observations to ten different classes of Arabic
digits is due to high inter-class similarity and intra-class
variability in such problems. Several attempts have been
made to automatically recognize Western Arabic digits (i.e.,
0, 1, 2, ..., 9) and good results have been obtained [6-9];
* Corresponding Author

however, far less research has been conducted on the
recognition of Farsi digits (i.e., 0, 1, 2, …, 9) and the
reported accuracies of the existing techniques are lower
than those for Western Arabic methods [10-14]. In Farsi
language, research has consistently shown that due to the
large similarity of the digits and also the wide differences
in their drawing methods, creating a recognition system
with acceptable accuracy and reliability has a number of
problems in practical use. Like in Western Arabic, we
face ten digits in Farsi and Eastern Arabic. Meanwhile,
despite in Eastern Arabic which digits are written in one
type, six digits in Farsi (i.e., 0, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) are
described in two shapes (e.g., 6: ‗6‘ and ‗6‘). Such a high
diversity, as shown in Fig. 1, makes it more difficult to
identify Farsi digits. A recognition system, in general,
contains three important steps of pre-processing, feature
extraction and classification. First, in the pre-processing
step some operations are performed to improve the
images quality and prepare them for the main steps. Noise
elimination, smoothing and normalizing the input data are
some examples of such operations. Extracting features is
the second step in which some characteristics from the
image are extracted to constitute a feature vector assigned
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to that image. Numerous methods have been proposed to
extract features from handwritten digits in different
languages, including pixels density functions, geometric
momentums, wavelet coefficients, projections and
profiles on multiple orientations, and digit contours; see
[15] for a general review of such methods. In the
classification step, plentiful techniques may be recruited
for recognizing handwritten digits and texts including for
example the k nearest neighbor (KNN), the artificial
neural networks (ANN), and the decision trees (DT). The
highest proportion of the research performed on this
subject concentrates on adapting the features used for
digit classification. The regular features testified in the
literature are extracted from writing samples and a
traditional classifier like ANN is used to learn to
distinguish between the handwritten digits.
This paper develops a hybrid system (also called the
classifiers ensemble model) which combines the
classifiers to better recognize Farsi handwritten digits.
The performance of the proposed technique on a standard
dataset is evaluated and some comparisons with the
existing methods are presented. The approach proposed in
this study contains multiple steps. In the first step, the
pre-processing operations are carried out which include (i)
digit shape separation and frame enfolding, (ii) inversion,
(iii) resizing and (iv) thinning and removing inner pixels.
These operations make the images ready for the next steps.
In the second step, some characteristics from the image
are extracted containing the ‗branch points‘, the ‗chain
codes‘, and the ‗crossing counts‘, each of which contain
several features. All of these features constitute a single
feature vector allocated to that image. The classification is
performed by discriminating the feature vectors. Using
several features increases the computational complexity
and the processing time of the OCR system. For this
reason, selecting features with most discriminative
properties is at the heart of every effective recognition
system. Hence, in the third step we use a multi-objective
version of the genetic algorithm called the ‗nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II‘ (NSGA-II) [16].
The feature selection task is typically considered as a
single-objective optimization (SOO) problem. While
SOO considers only one objective function to be
improved, multi-objective optimization (MOO) tries to
concurrently enhance multiple objective functions. In fact,
MOO generates a set of trade-off answers, among which
the designer may choose one answer depending on the
desires of the problem. The literature demonstrates that
for solving complicated problems, methods exploiting
MOO commonly perform better than those make use of
SOO methods [17]. For our problem, this search
metaheuristic considers the cardinality (number of
members) of the selected subset and the F-measure of the
classification using the ANN, as the two objective
functions. The goal is that the first index is minimized
while the second one is concurrently maximized. To this
end, features are encoded in the form of a chromosome
and the NSGA-II is applied. The final outcome is a Pareto
optimal front that consists of a set of answers, each of
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which characterizes a different set of selected features.
Finally, the specific answer of the Pareto front that returns
the best accuracy is chosen as the vector of ideal features
subset. Once the features are selected, only these features
are taken out from new images to organize the feature
vector and be fed into the classifiers. In the fourth step,
the classification of the images is performed solely using
the ANN, the KNN and the DT classifiers. These
classification models yield different performance rates.

Fig. 1. Samples of Farsi handwritten digits with different shapes

Each classification system has pros and cons; thus
appropriate combination of classifiers may strengthen the
advantages and compensate for weaknesses of each
classifier by others and provide a hybrid system with
higher performance measures. The idea of the MultiClassifier Systems (MCS), as a kind of Hybrid Intelligent
Systems, was to take advantage of the individual
classifiers to deliver classification systems that
outperform these base classifiers. The idea of the MCS
was first presented by Chow [18], who recommended
conditions for ideal weighted mixture of binary classifiers.
Dietterich [19] outlined the benefits of the MCS: (i)
sweeping away the improper assumptions possibly caused
due to small training dataset. (ii) Mixing classifiers that
are trained by initiating from different starting values.
This could help not to catch in local optimums. (iii) The
correct decision making system may be unmanageable to
be modelled by any single classifier, but mixture of
classifiers may work. Consequently, we expect that a
subtle mixture of the classifiers reaches higher
performance measures. Subsequently, the outcomes of the
mentioned base classifiers are mixed rather than
considering the decision of the best classifier. Yet, the
classifiers in the mixture should be selected as to be
precise and diverse [20], meaning that their errors take
place on different parts of the dataset. Due to its
unsystematic nature and numerous neurons in hidden
layers, MLP can be easily made diverse. As well, KNN
yields the answers of the MCS for the patterns coming
from the conflictive area of the search space. Using this
classifier as a base contributor can considerably decrease
the exploitation cost of the multi-classifier system [21].
The most important concern in the ensemble methodology
is to find a correct method to mix the results of the
classifiers. The majority voting and the weighted
combination are the conventional procedures for mixing
the classifiers [22]. While in the first technique, all the
classifiers are mixed using the same weights; in the
second technique, different weights are allocated to the
classifiers. In the weighted method, the final conclusion
and the overall recognition performance of the hybrid
model severely depend on the weighting factors. In fact,
all the donor classifiers may not be similarly capable of
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perceiving all the classes. For example, in a two-class
problem (call classes C1 and C2), classifier A may be
good at identifying class C1, while classifier B may be
skilled at discovering class C2. Hence, the weights should
be varied among the diverse classes for each classifier.
Allocating different weights to the conclusion of a
classifier about different classes increases the
performance of the mixed classification coordination.
In the latest step, similar results are linearly mixed and
then the maximization is accomplished to discover the
final consequence. The weights of this recognition
scheme are found using an optimization method. Random
optimization algorithms are one of the approaches which
are able to find the appropriate combinations of the
classifiers, cf. [23-27]. In the paper the ‗firefly algorithm‘
(FA) is used to mix the individual classifiers so that the
recognition accuracy of the whole system is boosted.
Firefly algorithm, proposed by Yang [24], is a
metaheuristic search technique for the global optimization.
This method finds the optimal solution with respect to the
rules inspired by the movements of fireflies due to their
attractiveness. This optimization process has become a
progressively significant tool of swarm intelligence with
numerous applications in almost all areas of optimization,
as well as engineering practice. Various problems from
many areas have been effectively solved using the firefly
algorithm and its variants [28, 29]. Here, the mixing
method based on the FA regulates the weights of voting
for each class in any classifier by maximizing the
accuracy of the final recognition outcomes as the
objective function. Conclusions of classifiers about
classes are encoded in the form of the locations of the
fireflies. Accordingly, each entry in a location vector
represents the voting weight allocated to the selection of
every class by each classifier. The set of ideal voting
weights is characterized by the location vector of the final
answer found by the FA. This answer is related to the best
accuracy attained by the fusion organization.
Briefly, the main novelties of this paper are:
i) selecting the most effective features to reduce the
dimensionality of the feature space by removing
irrelevant, redundant or misleading features. This task
also decreases the computational complexity and running
time of the system while increases the classification
accuracy. This operation is performed by a multiobjective GA. ii) Combining the outcomes of the base
classifiers such that the hybrid system attains higher
performance measures. For this purpose, a weighted
combination approach is taken in which a specific voting
weight is assigned to each classifier selecting each class.
iii) For this purpose, the firefly algorithm, as a
metaheuristic, finds the optimal weights such that the
accuracy of the hybrid system is enhanced. The overall
structure of the study takes the form of seven sections,
including this introduction. Section 2 provides an
overview on related work in the field of digit recognition.
Section 3 begins by laying out the steps of the proposed
recognition approach, including the pre-processing

operations, feature extraction and selection, individual
classification, and finally classifiers combination. The
details and parameters settings for the proposed algorithm
are described in Section 4. Then, Section 5 presents the
results of applying the recognition system to the HODA
dataset and measuring the performance indices. Section 6
performs discussion and comparison with some other
techniques according to the standard performance criteria.
Finally, Section 7 gives a brief summary and critique of
the findings and includes a discussion of the implication
of the results to future research into this area.

2. Related Works
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in
the recognition of handwritten digits. A considerable
amount of literature has been published on this issue,
some of which are referred to in this section. Soltanzadeh
and Rahmati [30] found that utilizing outer profiles,
crossing counts and projection histograms as features can
result in acceptable accuracy values on the test samples
provided in their research. Sadri et. al. [31] proposed a
method for extracting a new attribute which considered
four orientations for each digit and extracted sixteen
features for each orientation. Finally a vector with 64
elements was given to the SVM to classify the image. The
results of applying this method to the paper dataset
showed the accuracy of 94.14%. Salimi and Giveki [32]
suggested an ensemble of SVD classifiers to improve the
system‘s performance. In their study, the combination of
classifiers were performed using the PSO algorithm. In a
paper by Ziaratban et al. [33], based on the template
matching method a system for recognizing Farsi/Arabic
handwritten digits was presented. In this approach, the
patterns represented the pre-determined form of numbers.
Khorashadizadeh and Latif [34] proposed a new method
based on a feature set including directional chain code
histogram and histogram of oriented gradient. This
technique also utilized local features to improve the
system performance by using 164 features. For this
method, the SVM was used as the classifier.
Safdari and Moin [35] introduced a new method based
on two-layer sparse auto-encoder and used the weights
learned from the training phase for extracting the features.
Hajizadeh et al. [36] proposed a new local manifold
learning called FSLL, in which the locally linear
embedding (LLE) and a Stochastic Laplacian Eigenmap
(SLEM) are combined. This technique reduced the
dimensionality of the feature space and represented the
high-dimensional data manifold in low-dimensional space.
Sadeghi and Testolin [37] presented a computational
model of Persian character recognition based on deep
belief networks. They emerged complex visual features in
an unsupervised manner by fitting a hierarchical
generative model to the sensory data. Zamani et al. [38]
compared the performance of the random forest (RF) and
convolutional neural network (CNN) for Persian
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handwritten digit recognition on the HODA dataset. They
performed different experiments and finally showed that
CNNs are the faster if appropriate hardware is available.
It is worth mentioning that the techniques indicated above
did not use the same dataset in their experiments.
Although several techniques have been proposed on
recognizing Farsi handwritten digits, results are not still
as accurate as those achieved for Latin digits. Hence,
finding a more accurate and reliable approach was the
main motivation of this work.

3. The Proposed Approach
The hybrid system proposed in this paper aims to
recognize Farsi handwritten digits in the HODA dataset
[39]. Five main steps are carried out in our procedure
consisting of pre-processing, feature extraction and
selection, and finally individual and combined
classification. The block diagram of the proposed system
is shown in Fig. 2. In the following, the functioning of
each block is described in details.

3.1 Pre-processing
Datasets used in the studies usually contain noises and
incompatibilities due to their large size and also
combination of several different resources. Using these
data in the raw form leads to systems with unreliable
results. Pre-processing is a step which plans to enhance the
image quality and prepare it for the next actions. This phase
significantly affects the performance of the main
recognition steps. There are numerous pre-processing
techniques for this purpose including blurring, histogram
equalization and normalization [40]. This paper performs a
particular course of operations to improve the efficiency of
the recognition system including (i) segmentation and
framing, (ii) image binary inversion, (iii) resizing, and
finally (iv) thinning operation and inner pixels removal. In
the following, the pre-processing stages are briefly outlined.
i. Image Segmentation and Framing: The image of each
digit in the HODA dataset is a binary image with no
particular boundary who separates it from the rest of the
images. Thus, first each digit image should be separated and
then placed in a black frame [41]. An example of such
image, which is manually performed, is shown in Fig. 3a
which is surrounded by a rectangular black frame in Fig. 3b.
ii. Image Inversion: In each binary image of the
dataset, the digit shape is represented in white while the
background is shown in black. An inversion operates by
converting black to white and vice versa. This task is
necessary for the next stages of the pre-processing [42].
The image inversion is shown in Fig 3c.
iii. Image Resizing: Images in the HODA dataset have
different sizes since they were taken from various
resources. Having the same size is crucial when extracting
the characteristics considered in this paper. For this
purpose, the images of digits are resized according to a
pre-specified size [42]. In this paper, the sizes of each
image are changed to 46×46 as represented in Fig. 3d.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the proposed hybrid system for recognizing
Farsi handwritten digits.

Fig 3 (a) A digit image from the HODA dataset [39], (b) framing, (c)
inversion, (d) resizing

Fig. 4 (a) The original image, (b) the thinned image, and (c) the innerpixel-removed image

Fig. 5 Skeleton of a sample digit ‗3‘ with its branch points represented
by red spots; #BP = 7 [43].

Fig. 6 (a) The original image, (b) VCCV=[1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1], and (c)
HCCV=[1 2 3 4 3 2 1 1] [30].

Fig. 7. The mask centered at a pixel ‗P‘ [41].

iv. Thinning Operation and the Inner pixels
Removal: To extract characteristics such as ‗branch
points‘ and ‗crossing counts‘, the thinned image of the
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digits should be used. In the thinning operation, the
skeleton of the digit image is extracted. To attenuate the
noise effects, a median filter is applied and then the
segments that are separate from the biggest connected
segment are considered as disturbances and thus they are
eliminated [30]. In this paper, the pixel-wise method is
used for thinning the images. A sample image and its
skeleton are illustrated in Fig. 4a,b.
Generating the ‗chain codes‘ needs the digit shape
boundaries to be found. Here, we use the technique of inner
pixels removal to detect the edge points of the digit shape.
For each pixel, four neighbor pixels are considered. If all
four neighbors are black, the intended pixel is considered
as an inner one and it is converted to white; otherwise, that
pixel is an edge point and remains black [42]. This
procedure for the image in Fig. 4a is shown in Fig. 4c.

3.2 Feature Extraction
In the second step, we investigate some characteristics of
the images from which several features are extracted. These
characteristics include ‗the branch points‘ (BP), ‗the crossing
count vectors‘ (CCV) and ‗the masked code histogram‘
(MCH). As the first feature, the ‗number of the branch points
characteristic‘ (#BP) in the skeleton of the digit image is
found as a structural feature. A pixel is referred to as a branch
point if at least three pixels in its 3×3 neighbor window
(without considering the center pixel itself) are black. A digit
image with its branch points are shown in Fig. 5 [43].
The next characteristics to be found are crossing
counts which contain statistical features [30]. To find the
horizontal crossing counts vector (HCCV), consider the
first and the last non-empty columns of the image and the
columns located within this interval. The HCCV is a
vector whose length is equal to the number of columns in
the mentioned interval and it is formed by setting any of
its element as the number of the segments in the
associated column of the digit image. In fact, each
element represents the number of the connected segments
in one column of the interval. The same approach is taken
for the vertical crossing counts vector (VCCV) by
considering rows instead of columns. The crossing counts
vector in each orientation is normalized into a vector of
size eight by carrying out the simple averaging or by upsampling, when necessary. This normalization makes the
features robust to the image stretch in the orientation of
the crossing counts. Each element of the normalized
HCCV and VCCV represents a single feature. The results
for a sample digit is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Since we used only the skeleton characteristics, the
outlier shape information may be lost. That is why we
added a complementary characteristic; i.e., the ‗chain code‘
which consists of statistical features. This characteristic
takes the boundary shape information into account. To do
this, a ‗mask‘ (see Fig. 7) is applied to each pixel on the
boundary of the inner-pixels-removed image [41]. For any
edge pixel, the black neighbor pixels in the 3×3 mask are
weighted and summed up; the result is called a ‗code‘.
When this computation is done for all the edge points, the

histogram of the codes is determined. This feature vector
is called the ‗masked code histogram‘ (MCH). Finally, this
vector is resampled into a vector of size 8, similarly to
what happened to the crossing counts vectors.
Once the mentioned features are computed, the complete
feature vector for each digit image will be generated by
appending these feature vectors into one single vector
containing #BP, HCCV, VCCV and MCH. Thus, a feature
vector of size 25 will be obtained for each sample image (1
feature for the #BP, 8 features for the HCCV, 8 features for
the VCCV, and 8 features for the MCH). It is important to
note that the length of this vector is high. Accordingly
dealing with such a vector is difficult and the computational
burden will be high. Hence, in next step, by selecting more
effective features, the feature vector length is reduced.

3.3 Feature Selection
Use of several features makes it more challenging to
develop accurate classification models. From the practical
viewpoint, using a large number of features leads to high
computational complexity and large running time along
with high risk of over-fitting and worsening the
classification performance. Feature selection (FS) is a
worthy approach to address these challenges. FS is the
procedure of choosing a subset of significant features in
order to make straightforward the model production and
understanding and also to improve the model generality.
Let m be the total number of features existing to pick from;
then there exist 2m possible feature subsets. Therefore, for
large values of m (here, m=25), exhaustive search is
impracticable. For the FS problem, many algorithms are
proposed in the literature; see [44] for a review of the
commonly used FS techniques. In this paper the genetic
algorithm (GA) is used to find an optimal feature subset
with large discrimination power. In fact, GA tries to
remove redundant or irrelevant features. GAs are
optimization methods based on the Darwin‘s principle
inspired from the genetic reproductions. In this
metaheuristic method, better populations among different
species are developed during evolution. The GA presents
an operative methodology for problems like FS, due to its
capability of fast global search of large, non-linear and
poorly understood spaces and also direct operations and
low computational load [45].
In the process of selecting features by means of the
GA, a population of chromosomes is considered each of
which represents a candidate solution for this problem.
Any chromosome is represented by a binary vector of
length m. In the initial population, the genes of each
chromosome (i.e., the vector elements) are randomly
initialized to either 1 or 0. The value of ‗1‘ means that the
corresponding feature is selected, while the value of ‗0‘
indicates that that feature is not chosen [46, 47]. The
fitness of a chromosome is determined by evaluating
some objective functions when an ANN classifier is
applied to the test dataset. The input patterns of this
classifier are represented by only the selected subset of
features. If a chromosome has n (n ≤ m) bits turned on, the
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associated ANN has n inputs. In this paper, a multiobjective genetic algorithm based on the ‗non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm II‘ (NSGA-II) [16] is recruited
for the FS purpose. The NSGA-II is a fast non-dominated
sorting approach (NSA) with low computational
complexity and an elitism approach. This technique is
capable of dealing with multi-objective optimization
problems [16]. For such tasks, the NSGA-II generates a
set of sub-optimal solutions, among which one solution is
nominated as the final chromosome depending on the
desires of the problem. Accordingly, the designer has a
large degree of freedom in selecting the final answer. For
our FS problem, two objective functions (OF) are
considered. OF1: The cardinality of the selected feature
subset; OF2: The F-measure of the classification task
using an ANN. The F-measure (also known as F1 score) is
a degree of a test‘s accuracy, defined as the harmonic
mean of the precision and recall indices of that test.
Indeed, the precision and recall are united to form a single
index by which the system performance could be
generally evaluated [48]. The precise mathematical
definitions of these measures are presented in Section 4.
The NSGA-II plans to minimize OF1 while
simultaneously OF2 is maximized. In each generation,
numerous solutions are produced which NSA ranks them
with respect to the concept of domination and nondomination relations in the objective function space, as
shown in Fig. 8. Accordingly, a number of non-dominated
solutions may be found on the final Pareto front due to
multi-objective optimization. None of these results
completely dominate the others. Some results have smaller
subsets; while some are better in regard to the F-measure.
To select the most suitable features for the FS problem, the
system chooses, among the solutions in the final Pareto
front, the solution with the best accuracy value assessed on
the training set. The optimal subset found by the GA
contains selected features that will be given to the
classifiers of the next step. The procedure of the feature
selection task by means of the GA is shown in Fig. 9.

3.4 Classification Models
Classification is the main step in every recognition
system. This task aims to determine each new pattern
belongs to which of the known classes. Several algorithms
are proposed for the classification of handwritten digits [15,
30, 31, 49]. In this paper, three classification models are
individually used; i.e., decision tree, k-nearest neighbor and
the artificial neural network. Decision tree (DT) is a data
mining technique which is widely used in classification and
regression problems. As the name implies, this tree is
composed of a number of nodes and branches. In a
classification application, the leaf nodes represent the
classes among which, one should be assigned to a query.
To classify a query, the tree is traversed along a path from
its root toward a leaf node. The path is decided by the
subtrees chosen via the test answers in the internal nodes.
No particular knowledge or parameter setting is needed to
extract trees. Thus learning, deduction and decision making
are straightforward and fast [50]. Depending on the

application and the type of criteria, different decision trees
may be utilized; the most famous ones to be noticed are
ID3, C4.5, CART and CHAID [51]. This paper uses the
CART decision tree as the first base classifier.
F-measure
(maximization)
Pareto Optimal
Front (Rank 1)
5
4
3
Rank 2
9

2
8
1

7
6

10
Cardinality of the
Selected Subset
(minimization)

- Rank 1: Solutions 1,2,3,4 and 5 are non-dominating to each other.
- Rank 2: Solutions 6,7,8 and 9 are non-dominating but dominated
by any one or more of Rank 1 solutions.
- Rank 3: Solution 10 is dominated by any one or more solutions
from Rank 1 and Rank 2 Solutions.

Fig. 8. Representation of dominated and non-dominated solutions.
Original Feature Set

Binary Encoding & Initial
Population Generation

Max generation
number

Yes

Optimal Feature Subset

No
Parent Population

Genetic Operations

Computation of the OFs
of Parents & Childs

Ranking of the Parents
& Childs using the NSA

Elitist Sorting

Fig. 9. Block diagram of the optimal feature selection by GA

While most classification methods need precise
models to recognize the input pattern, in some approaches
it is possible to find the class of a query without creating
models and just by comparing the query and samples in a
dataset according to some similarity indices [52]. One of
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the most famous model-free methods is the ‗k-nearest
neighbor algorithm‘ (KNN) which is frequently used for
the pattern classification purposes. To assign a class label
to a new input pattern, the algorithm first looks for a
subset containing a k number of samples with the least
distances to the query sample. Following this, the
majority voting method determines the class with most
number of samples in the nearest subset and allocates it to
the input pattern. Commonly, the parameter k is adjusted
after several experiments. The Euclidean and the
Manhattan distances are mostly used as the similarity
criteria in the nearest neighbor algorithms [52]. The KNN
is the second base classifier used in this paper.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are computing
systems vaguely inspired by the biological neural
networks of human or animal brains. Such systems ―learn‖
tasks from some examples, generally without any a priori
knowledge about the patterns. The learning is realized
only by evolving the set of characteristics of the ANNs
from the learning material that they process. Some of the
most appreciated neural networks are the multi-layer
perceptron (MLP), the Hopfield network and the radial
basis functions [53]. One of the simplest yet most efficient
neural networks is the MLP network. MLP consists of an
input layer, one or more hidden layers and one output
layer. For the classification applications, the network
should be ―trained‖ using supervised methods.
Backpropagation is a well-known algorithm for supervised
learning of MLP networks. Given a MLP and an error
criterion, this learning method computes the gradient of
the error function backwards through the network [54].
This process continues for a certain number of iterations or
it stops when an acceptable accuracy criterion is achieved.
Once the MLP learned to identify the samples in the
training set, it is ready to classify new patterns of the test
dataset. The ANN (MLP) is the third classification model
for the problem of recognizing digits of this paper.
It should be noticed that the main reasons for selecting
these three classifiers is their high performance and
simplicity when dealing with the classification problems.
In addition, KNN is suitable for complex search spaces
while DT has high speed in the classification problems.
Moreover, ANN is capable of making diversity in the
classifiers combination.

3.5 Classifiers Mixture
The idea of the classifiers mixture is to weigh several
distinct classifiers, and mix them to acquire a fusion
classification model that outperforms each of the base
contributors. Given the potential advantages of the
mixture methods, it is not unexpected that several
methods are now accessible for theoretical researches and
industrial applications [22]. Multi-Classifier Systems
(MCS) try to mix some distinct classifiers and generate
ensemble systems that give the final results. The
following benefits of the MCS are commonly approved: (i)
MCS act well both in the cases the data samples for
learning are very limited and when an enormous number

of them exist. (ii) The classifier mixture may outdo the
best distinct base classifier. (iii) Several classifiers act on
the basis of the heuristic search algorithms. Such
procedures are not assured to find optimal answers.
Accordingly, the mixture method, possibly initialing from
different start points in the search space, might be
considered as a multi-start local random search. This
method may boost the probability of determining the
optimal answer. (iv) MCS can be easily realized in
parallel computer architectures or on distributed
computing systems (e.g, Cloud computing). When a
dataset is partitioned and the partial answer is determined
on each partition, the final conclusion is made by mixing
the networked consequences. (v) As stated by Wolpert
[55], any classifier has its own competence domain; on
which it exceeds other competing classifiers. As a result,
a single classifier cannot be found that it beats every other
one for all recognition problems. MCS attempt to
generate an optimal hybrid model from the trained
classifiers. The main concerns in the MCS design are: (a)
The topology of interconnecting distinct classifiers; (b)
Choosing valuable classifiers; and (c) Constructing the
suitable decision fusion model (fuser) [22]. In our paper,
we chose the evolutionary firefly algorithm as the fuser.
3.5.1 The Firefly Algorithm
Firefly Algorithm (FA), proposed by Yang [24], is a
metaheuristic for finding the global solution in an
optimization problem. This algorithm is inspired by
flashing behavior of firefly insects for attracting other
fireflies. Attractiveness of a firefly is relative to the
brightness of the light it emits; the brighter one will be
more attractive towards which the less bright ones are
moved. Motivated by this process of bioluminescence, the
FA updates the attractiveness and movement of any
firefly in the population on every iteration. After running
per-determined iterations, the firefly in the last population
with the best fitness function yields the optimal solution.
Decentralized decision-making structures in fireflies
behavior and other natural species (Like ants, bees and
birds), as examples of natural swarm intelligence, were
inspiring to design of plentiful algorithms for solving
complex issues such as optimization, multi-agent
decision-making and robotics. The randomness
characteristics of these algorithms avoid getting stuck in
local optimums and helps to find the global solution for
the problem [56]. Applying to several standard
optimization problems validated that FA is more efficient
than other meta-heuristic algorithms such as genetic
algorithms (GA), simulated annealing (SA), particle
swarm optimization (PSO) and differential evolution (DE)
[57]. For this reason, we choose the FA for the problem of
optimizing the voting weights of the MCS of this paper.
The FA is a parallel direct search technique which
explores complex spaces to determine optimal answers
for an optimization task. In this technique, a number of d
parameters, whose optimal values are requested to be
found, are encoded using some vectors called the
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‗locations of fireflies‘. Each location is a nominee for the
optimization problem, which is represented by a ddimensional vector x  [ x1, x2 , , xd ] . The collection of
such vectors is called a population. The initial population
of fireflies is generated at random locations in the search
space. In the FA, a cost function f ( x ) should be enhanced;
the fitness of each firefly is characterized by this index.
Three main assumptions are made in this algorithm: (i) all
fireflies have the same sex; (ii) the attractiveness of each
firefly is proportional to its brightness; and (iii) the
brightness of each firefly at every location I ( x ) is
determined by the objective function of the problem at
that location; i.e., I ( x)  f ( x). Yet, the attractiveness  is
relative and should be judged by other fireflies. Here  is
adjusted as a proportion to the Euclidean distance
between the ith and the jth fireflies (represented by rij ). In
the simplest form, the light intensity I (r ) is approximated
using the following Gaussian form of the distance [58].
I (r )  I 0 .e r
(1)
where I (r ) is the light intensity emitted by a firefly
received to another firefly at the distance r , I 0 is the
original light intensity and  is the absorption coefficient.
Since the attractiveness of a firefly is relative to the light
intensity seen by adjacent fireflies, it can be defined as
follows with similar definition in (1):
 (r )  0 .e r
(2)
A firefly i located at xi moves toward a more attractive
firefly j at x j ( I j  I i ) as described below:
2

2

xinew  xi  0 . e

 .rij2

( x j  xi )   . i

(3)
th

Where the second term shows the attraction of the i firefly
to the jth firefly and the third one is a random term with a
constant parameter  and a random vector  i with Gaussian or
uniform distribution. The Pseudo code of the FA [58, 59] is
brought here in order to the paper be self-contained:
Start
Determine the fitness function f ( x ).
Generate the initial population of fireflies xi , i  1,, n
Define the brightness intensity I i at xi by f ( xi )
Determine the absorption coefficient  .
Iterate the following steps to exceed the termination criteria:
For all fireflies: (i= 1 to n)
For all fireflies: (j= 1 to n)
If I j  I i :
Move firefly i toward firefly j using (3).
End If.
Evaluate new solutions and update the
brightness using (1).
End For j.
End For i.
Rank fireflies to find the current best one.
End Iteration.
Return the best result
End.
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3.5.2 The Classifiers Ensemble Using the Firefly
Algorithm
Although the three classification models mentioned in
Section 3.4 are solely able to perform the classification
task, combination of their decisions may improve the
overall performance of the recognition system. The
decision making based on the classifiers mixture is
executed according to some weights allocated to the
classifiers. In fact, for each classifier picking each class, a
specific voting weight is assigned. A large weight shows
that the classifier choice about that class is more assured
and reliable. These weights are taken to mix the outcomes
of classifiers to attain the final judgement.
Assume that the number of classifiers and classes are N
and M respectively. The aim is to find the voting weights
so that an objective function –i.e., the accuracy of the
overall system- is maximized. The weights are enclosed in
a real matrix V of size N  M ; in which V(n,m) is the weight
of the nth classifier for the mth class. In this paper, the FA
considers vectors of length D  N . M as the locations of the
fireflies. The entries of each location in the population are
randomly initialized to cover the search space. Here, we
selected the F-measure as the index of the reliability of each
classifier; the higher the F-measure, the more reliable the
outcome of that classifier. Symbolize the F-measure of the
classifiers for the training set by Fn, n=1,…,N. Consider
each sample in the training set. The mixture result about the
class of this sample is found using the weights of the
classes of the classifiers. The weight for the nth classifier is
equal to Fn. The score of a specific class for a sample ‗s‘ is:
N
g (cm )  n 1 Fn * Q(n, m), s.t. op( s, n)  cm , m  1, , M (4)
Here, Q(n, m) symbolizes an entry of the firefly location
associated with the voting weight of the nth classifier for the
mth class. Furthermore, op(s, n) characterizes the output class
allocated by the nth classifier to the sample s. In fact, only
those classifiers that pick the mth class are integrated in
calculating g (cm ). Finding m* as m*  arg Maxm g(cm ) yields
the final conclusion for the class allocated to that sample in
the training dataset. Then the accuracy of the classifier
mixture for the training dataset is computed to be used as
the cost function. FA attempts to determine an optimal
location vector consisting of all entries Q(n, m) that
maximizes this cost function. Final results on the test
dataset are reported using the classifier mixture associated
with this best answer of the voting weights.
For each query pattern, its feature vector is entered to
the three base classifiers to determine the class label.
Then, the results are given to the ensemble system to
make the final decision by combining outcomes according
to the optimal voting weights. To clarify the ensemble
approach, a simple artificial example is brought here with
three base classifiers and two classes; thus the length of
the location vector is 3*2=6. It is assumed that the
optimal voting weights are found by the FA (shown in the
third row of Table 1) along with the F-measure of each
classifier on the training dataset. Now consider a query
whose class label is needed to be determined. Suppose
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that the results for the first, second and third classifiers
are the class labels A, B and B respectively. Then the
score of class A is computed via multiplying the Fmeasure of the first classifier (0.98) in the weight of the
first classifier/class_A (0.9). Similarly the score of class B
is found by summing up two values: i) the second
classifier F-measure (0.96) in the weight of the second
classifier/class_B (0.2); and ii) the F-measure of the third
classifier (0.9) in the weight of the third classifier/class_ B
(0.3). Finally, the score of class B (0.466) is compared to
that of class A (0.882). The class with the higher score
(hear, the class A) wins, see Table 2.
Table 1. Voting weights and F-measure for an illustrative example
Classifiers
Classes
Class/classifier
voting weights
F-measure of
classifiers

First classifier
Class
A

Class
B

0.9

0.3

Second
Third classifier
classifier
Class Class Class Class
A
B
A
B
0.7

0.98

0.2

0.8

0.96

0.3
0.90

Table 2. Computation of the scores of the classes
First
Classifier

Decision: Class A

Second Classifier

Decision: Class B

Third
Classifier

Decision: Class B

Score of the classes

Class A:
0.882

Classifier score:
0.98*0.9=0.882
Classifier score:
0.96*0.2=0.196
Classifier score:
0.90*0.3=0.270
Class B:
0.270+0.196=0.466

4. Simulation Details
Appropriate tests must be performed to answer to this
question that ―whether using the mentioned feature
selection and classifiers combination methods can
improve the efficiency of handwritten digits recognition
system, or not?‖. In this paper, the HODA dataset [39] is
used to evaluate the proposed system. This dataset
contains 80000 Farsi handwritten digit images with the
resolution of around 200 dpi (dots per inch). Fig. 10
shows some examples of the HODA dataset. The
proposed algorithm is run under the MATLAB R2014a
programming environment on a PC equipped with 3.2
GHZ CPU and 8 GB RAM memory.

Fig. 10. Examples of the HODA dataset. Three example for each digit [39].

To assess the performance of our proposed method we
outline the following experiments:
 Experiment 1: all features being fed into the distinct
classifiers (no feature selection, no classifier mixture);
 Experiment 2: selected features entered into the
individual classifiers (i.e., feature selection, yet no
classifier mixture);
 Experiment 3: the classifiers mixture is applied to
patterns with all features (no feature selection, but
classifiers mixture).
 Experiment 4: The classifiers trained by the chosen
features are mixed with the help of a voting weight
methodology. These weights are determined by
solving an optimization problem using the FA. The
final conclusion is made based on the maximum
score. (i.e., feature selection and classifier mixture).
This experiment characterizes our proposed method.
The GA is employed to select the most discriminative
features. The selection is carried out by the Roulette wheel
method, and single-point crossover with the probability of
0.7, mutation rate of 0.2 and penalty coefficient of 0.5 are
used in this paper. The population size is 30 and the number
of generations is 50. The base classifiers in this paper are (1)
the MLP with 20 neurons in one hidden layer, (2) the CART
decision tree, and (3) the k- nearest neighbor by setting k = 3.
In addition, the values of the parameters of the FA
algorithm for finding optimal weights of classifiers
combination are   0.02, 0  2,   1; the values of these
parameters are generally taken from [57]. Moreover, the
population size is 20 and the number of iterations is 50.
To evaluate the system performance, the accuracy,
precision, recall and the F-measure are used. These
indices are defined according to the TP, TN, FP and FN
values [60], as follows:
Pr ecision (Pr e.)  TP (TP  FP) *100

(5)

Re call (Re c.)  TP (TP  FN ) *100

(6)

F  measure  (2* Pr e.* Re c.) (Pr e.  Re c.) *100

(7)

Accuracy ( Acc.)  (TP  TN ) (TP  TN  FP  FN ) *100 (8)

Where TN is the number of negative truly recognized as
negative; TP is the number of positive truly recognized as
positive; FN, positive falsely recognized as negative; and FP,
negative falsely recognized as positive. F-measure, defined
in the interval [0,1], is the harmonic mean of the precision
and recall and considers both rates in a single index. Values
close to 1 is desired for the F-measure of a classification
system. Furthermore, accuracy is the proportion of correctly
classified samples from the total number of samples. To
evaluate the results, the k-fold cross validation [61] is
carried out. In this scheme, the total number of data is
divided into k subsets. In each round, one subset is left out
for the test and the classifier is trained using the rest. This
process is repeated so that each subset is left out once.
Lastly, the average of the cost function of all rounds is
calculated to develop a more accurate estimate of the system
prediction performance. In this paper k is set to 4 and the
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dataset is divided into four subsets, each containing 20000
samples. Accordingly in each round, 60000 samples are
devoted to the training and the rest are left for the testing.

5. Simulation Results
Table 3 shows the performance measures for four
mentioned experiments. The GA selected eleven most
dominant features among the 25 features extracted from
each image. The optimal feature subset includes 1 feature
for #BP, 4 features from HCCV, 2 features from VCCV
and 4 features from 8DCC. As shown in Table 3, almost
all performance measures of the proposed method are
higher than those of other experiments which demonstrate
the advantage of selecting the most dominant features and
also combining the classifiers results. Fig. 11 shows the
confusion matrix for 10 digits when the proposed
approach is applied to the HODA dataset. It is obvious
from this figure that there are some digits more frequently
misclassified. The major mistakes occurred for
discriminating the digits ‗2‘, ‗3‘, ‗4‘ and for
discriminating the digits ‗0‘ and ‗5‘. This is caused by the
fact that they are fairly similar in shape.
Table 4 shows some of the misclassifications of the
proposed system, which are mainly due to poor quality of
images or bad handwriting. Table 5 compares the
proposed system with some other methods applied to the
Farsi handwritten digit recognition problem with respect
to the accuracy measure. The high performance of our
method is due to selecting the most dominant features and
utilizing diverse classifiers in the combination, and also
because of applying the FA for finding the best voting
weights in the classifiers ensemble.

6. Discussion
The method proposed in this paper presents a hybrid
multi-procedure system for recognizing Farsi handwritten
digits. Once the image pre-processing is performed, 25
features are extracted among which eleven ones selected by
the two-objective GA are given to three base classifiers (i.e.,
DT, ANN and KNN). These classifiers are widely used in
recognition applications. Nevertheless, the existing
literature shows that each classification model may
outperform the others in different situations; which points
to this fact that each technique has its shortcomings. This is
the main motivation of this paper to integrate different
classifiers in order to improve the accuracy and other
performance indices. This combination is accomplished by
assigning some voting weights to the contributor classifiers.
The appropriate selection of these weights is critical to
attain a more accurate recognition organization. The
mixture with different weight values might return very
different consequences. An unsuitable setting may lead to
poor and erroneous classification algorithm, even worse
than the distinct classifiers. The FA approach finds the
weights of the classifiers according to their effectiveness so
that a classification model with higher performance indices

has a larger weight and thus a greater role to play and more
discriminative information. Therefore, the inadequacy of
each classifier is compensated by adequacy of other
classifiers to obtain better classification measures. Our
results show that the combination of classifiers through the
FA ensemble technique is accurate and satisfactory and
yields the classification accuracy of 98.88%. This rate is
higher that the base classifiers acting solo.
From the results of Experiments 1 and 2 in Table 3, in
which each classifier individually works, it can be seen
that the ANN, outperforms the other two classifiers on
both experiments with a best classification accuracy of
97.88%. The accuracy results of the KNN, as a lazy
learner, are slightly smaller than those of the ANN.
However, this classifier has an advantage of being
computationally less expensive than ANN since it has no
training phase. Although the DT performed worse than
the other two classifiers, as shown in Table 3, still it is
used to help other contributors in the hybrid system to
increase the overall accuracy. It should be noticed that the
accuracy values in Experiments 2 and 4 are greater than
those of Experiments 1 and 3. The reason is that in the
former experiments the most discriminative features are
selected; while in the latter experiments all features are
used which may reduce the generalization characteristics
of the classification system or some features might be
misleading. The feature selection technique reduces the
computational cost and concurrently increase the
classification accuracy. It is noteworthy to point out that
simultaneously considering two performance objective
functions -i.e., the F-measure and the cardinality of the
selected features subset- for the feature selection problem
is of great use to benefit from informative data.
Table 3. Comparison of performance measures for different experiments
using 4-fold cross validation. The average values are shown in the table.
Here, the following abbreviations are used: ‗Acc.‘: Accuracy, ‗Pre.‘:
Precision, ‗Rec.‘: Recall, ‗Fmea.‘: F-measure. ‗TrT‘: training time and
‗TsT‘: testing time (Second). Also, ‗PrM‘: The proposed method.
Experiment\Measure

Acc.

Pre.

Rec.

Fmea. TRT

ANN
DT
KNN
ANN
Experiment 2 DT
KNN
Experiment 3
Experiment 4 (PrM)

97.63
92.55
93.91
97.88
93.18
94.78
98.02
98.88

96.61
90.38
91.77
96.13
91.18
90.78
97.11
97.52

89.15
88.31
90.36
92.15
89.36
91.19
94.23
93.75

92.73
89.33
91.06
94.10
90.26
90.98
95.65
95.60

Experiment 1

0.136
0.117
0.058
0.063
0.049
0.021
2.835
0.424

TST
0.0035
0.0031
0.0010
0.0023
0.0018
0.0016
0.0367
0.0218

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1 98.43 0.64
0
0.07
0
0.16 0.29 0.18 0.04 0.3
2
0.42 98.48 0.66 0.29
0
0
0.05 0.06 0.09 0.28
3
0.06 0.52 98.62 1.21 0.13
0
0.05 0.04
0
0.06
4
0
0.36 0.47 98.14 0.16
0
0
0.05
0
0
5
0
0
0.16 0.17 98.59 0.04 0.05
0
0
0.57
6
0.21
0
0
0.08
0 99.57 0.1
0
0.29 0.09
7
0.13
0
0
0
0
0.16 99.31 0
0
0.22
8
0.16
0
0.03 0.04
0
0
0 99.67 0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0 99.51 0
0
0.59
0
0.06
0
1.12
0
0.15
0
0.07 98.48
Fig. 11 Confusion matrix for the 10-class problem of the proposed
method on the HODA dataset (%). Columns show the input digits, while
rows present the recognition results.
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Table 4. Some examples of misclassifications of the proposed system
Handwritten digits
True digit
Recognized digit

0
1

1
0

2
1

3
2

4
3

5
0

6
7

7
1

8
1

9
6

Table 5. Comparison of the proposed approach with some related methods
based on the accuracy measure of the test data. Here, the following
abbreviations are used: ‗Mtd.‘: Method, ‗Acc.‘: Accuracy, ‗TrD‘: training
data, ‗TsD‘: testing data. Also, ‗PrM‘: The proposed method.
Mtd.
[31]
[30]
[33]
[10]
[13]

TrD
7390
4979
6000
60000
6000

TsD
3035
3939
4000
20000
2000

Acc.
94.14
99.57
97.01
98.71
95.30

Mtd.
[12]
[14]
[32]
[34]

PrM

TrD
6000
60000
1000
60000
60000

TsD
2000
20000
5000
20000
20000

Acc.
97.10
98.84
97.02
99.31
98.88

In Experiment 1, ANN has the highest accuracy while
its recall is less than that of the KNN. Similar conditions
exist in some other experiments and models in Table 3.
The main performance measure for evaluating the
recognition systems of the paper is the accuracy.
Handwritten digit recognition is a nonlinear and
complicated problem. Thus, it should not expect that the
behaviors and rates have a constant harmony. Another
example contains the recall and F-measure of Experiment
4 which are less than those of Experiment 3, while
converse condition holds for their accuracies. This is not
unconnected to the fact that the mathematical relation of
the F-measure contains the recall index. Hence when
recall is small, the F-measure will also be small.
Nonetheless, the system in Experiment 4 achieves greater
accuracy with smaller number of features (eleven) while
the system of Experiment 3 uses 25 features to obtain the
performance indices mentioned in Table 3.
The running time of the experiments is also stated in
Table 3. Experiments were executed on a PC (3.2 GHZ
CPU, 8 GB RAM memory). The running time rests on the
size of the training dataset, number of features to be given
to the classifiers, number of the classes, etc. The testing
time is very less in comparison to the training time. It can
be seen from Table 3 that the systems based on the feature
selection (Experiments 2 & 4) are faster than those use all
features (Experiment 1 & 3), when examined in similar
circumstances. It should be noted that when several
classifiers are mixed using any weighted mixture
procedure, the training time complication rises because of
several runs wanted for discovering ideal voting weights.
However, when these weights are established, the testing
time comprises the time needed for any base classifier to
deliver its outcome accompanied by the time for a simple
decision making based on the weighted results. This
testing time is trivial as shown in the last column of Table
3. Hence, using this collaborative attitude does not have
much time complexity. On the other hand, the
performance measures of the mixture methods are higher.
The results in Table 3 validate the advantage of selecting
the most dominant features in conjunction with
reasonable mixing the classifiers results.
A number of researches have been reported on the
recognition of Farsi handwritten digits, some of them are
reported in Table 5. It deserves to be noted that the
methods in Table 5 were assessed on different datasets with

different image sizes and resolutions. The method of
Soltanzadeh and Rahmati [30] is evaluated on their own
dataset including 8918 high resolution (300 dpi) samples
with a feature vector of length 257. They removed the
incorrectly or unusually written digits to obtain a dataset
with well-written numerals. In this paper, the HODA dataset
is used which contains 80,000 samples with the resolution
of 200 dpi. In work of Alaei et al. [10], Rashnodi et al. [14]
and Khorashadizadeh and Latif [34] with the dataset same
as that of this paper respectively 196, 154 and 164 features
are used for the classification. Although our method
achieved the accuracy of 98.88% which is a little smaller
than some of the results mentioned in Table 5, it uses only
eleven features while others utilize many more ones.

7. Conclusion
This paper proposed a hybrid multi-step procedure for
the recognition of Farsi handwritten digits. First a set of
pre-processing operations were performed on each digit
image to make it prepared for the next steps. Following
this, multiple structural and statistical features were
extracted leading to a feature space with large
dimensionality. For this reason, the multi-objective GA
selected the most discriminative features to being fed to a
decision tree, an artificial neural network and a k-nearest
neighbor classifier. At the last step, the final decision
about the digit class label was made by a classifiers
ensemble system whose voting weights were found by the
firefly evolutionary algorithm. The performance of the
individual and combined classifiers were evaluated on the
standard HODA dataset and compared with other existing
methods from the literature. The proposed approach
achieved Farsi handwritten digit classification with
acceptable accuracy. The results of this research support
the idea that the best classification performance could be
obtained when the results of individual classifiers are
combined into a single decision made by an ensemble
classifier. Considering that different approaches suggested
for this pattern recognition problem did not use the similar
dataset, the precise comparison of the presented method
with others is not possible. Though, due to the high
recognition rate that is touched by the technique proposed
in this paper, we can say that, to best of our knowledge,
this system is at least one of the best procedures proposed
until now for the recognition of Farsi handwritten digits.
For future work, the proposed method can be applied
to the recognition of handwritten digits and characters in
different languages and styles. In addition, using other
features and different feature selection techniques (e.g.,
student‘s t-test or PCA) coupled with other base classifiers
(such as SVM) can be considered for generating and
selecting dominant features and classifying the
handwritten digits. More broadly, research is also needed
to determine the effectiveness of other ensemble
techniques (for example multi-objective PSO or Cuckoo
Search) when dealing with different digit images. The
main imperfection of this technique is that the
computational complexity of the ensemble technique is
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naturally higher than each sole classifier since it needs all
classifiers to be run and give their results to the ensemble
classifier to make the final decision. Due to the complexity
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and high applicability of handwritten recognition, the
truthful classification of digit patterns is crucial and of great
importance in several technical and non-technical tasks.
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